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The Competitive Reaction Time Task (CRTT) is the measure of aggressive behavior most commonly used in
laboratory research. However, the test has been criticized for issues in standardization because there are many
different test procedures and at least 13 variants to calculate a score for aggressive behavior. We compared the
different published analyses of the CRTT using data from 3 different studies to scrutinize whether it would yield
the same results. The comparisons revealed large differences in significance levels and effect sizes between
analysis procedures, suggesting that the unstandardized use and analysis of the CRTT have substantial impacts
on the results obtained, as well as their interpretations. Based on the outcome of our comparisons, we provide
suggestions on how to address some of the issues associated with the CRTT, as well as a guideline for
researchers studying aggressive behavior in the laboratory.
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Researchers have been looking into predictors and antecedents of aggression for a long time, but the field is still
struggling to find valid methods to measure aggressive behaviors in the laboratory. The problem of measurement
already begins with finding an appropriate definition of aggression. Baron and Richardson (1994) defined aggression as any behavior that is intended to cause harm to another person who intends to avoid this harm. To
distinguish between aggression and violence, Ferguson and Rueda (2009) pointed out that “violent behaviors …
are typically restricted to acts which are intended to cause serious physical harm” (p. 121), while “aggression as a
class of behavior is much broader than violent behavior and can include numerous acts... which are neither
physically injurious nor illegal” (pp. 121-122). Similar to the difficulty of defining aggression, finding a valid,
reliable, and ethically acceptable measure of aggressive behavior for laboratory research is an intricate
undertaking.
Despite such difficulties, numerous studies have been conducted and published in which laboratory
measurements are employed to provide evidence that a large variety of stimuli increase aggressiveness. These
stimuli include displayed violence in digital games (Anderson & Dill, 2000) and gory passages from the Bible
(Bushman, Ridge, Das, Busath, & Key, 2007) but also alcohol (Bond & Lader, 1986) and other psychoactive
drugs (Bond & Lader, 1988). The test most commonly used in laboratory research on aggressive behavior in
adults, especially in studies on media violence, is a modification of Taylor's (1967) Competitive Reaction Time
Task (CRTT). In this article, we briefly describe this test and how it has been used and modified for aggression
research. Afterward, by applying the different analyses to data from three independent studies that employed the
CRTT as a measure of aggressive behavior, we show that the many analysis procedures that have been used for
the CRTT can lead to contradictory results even within the same data set.
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The Competitive Reaction Time Task
In the original version of the CRTT by Taylor (1967), the Taylor Aggression Paradigm, participants were led to
believe that they would be playing a reaction time game against another participant in which the winner of a round
would punish the loser with an electric shock. Participants who lost a round would receive shocks of varying
intensity and when participants won a round they could adjust the shock levels for their alleged opponents. The
intensity level of the shock was used as the measure for aggressiveness. Recent adaptations of the CRTT allow
participants to set the intensity (usually volume and/or duration) of a noise blast instead of an electric shock (e.g.,
Bushman, 1995), as they are easier to use and bring up fewer ethical issues (Ferguson & Rueda, 2009). As there
is no real opponent, the sequence of wins and losses, as well as the settings “chosen” by the opponent, are
typically randomized and preset. Generally, louder and longer noise blasts are considered indicators of higher
levels of aggressiveness.
There has been disagreement among aggression researchers about the validity of the CRTT. This debate spans
different issues, including alternative motives for high or low settings (e.g., reciprocity or deterrence), demand
characteristics of the experimental situation, confusion of competition and aggression, construct validity and
external validity, the (psychological) distance between participant and opponent, a lack of alternative (i.e.,
nonviolent) responses, and the absence of social sanctions for aggression. However, since the present study
focuses on issues of standardization, we refer the reader to the available literature that discusses all of the topics
outlined above (Ferguson & Rueda, 2009; Giancola & Chermack, 1998; Giancola & Zeichner, 1995a; Ritter &
Eslea, 2005; Savage, 2004; Tedeschi & Quigley, 1996, 2000).
Clinical Relevance
Although we are aware that the CRTT has not been developed as a clinical instrument, the test and its
psychometric properties are relevant to clinical research for two main reasons:
1. The CRTT (in one form or another) is being used to answer research questions in the area of clinical
psychology. This includes investigations of social and cerebral response in criminal psychopaths (Veit et al.,
2010); effectiveness of prescription drugs in reducing hostility in panic disorders (Bond, Curran, Bruce, O'Sullivan,
& Shine, 1995); and the facilitation of aggression through various substances, such as alcohol (Bond & Lader,
1986; Pihl et al., 1995) or prescription drugs (Bond & Lader, 1988; Weisman, Berman, & Taylor, 1998). In some
cases, practical recommendations for clinicians regarding the diagnosis (McCloskey, Berman, Noblett, & Coccaro,
2006) and treatment (Ben-Porath & Taylor, 2002) of patients are made based on results obtained with the CRTT.
Given the impact of clinical research on the definition, assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of disorders in
clinical practice, the importance of using objective, reliable, and valid measures cannot be overstated.
Accordingly, Ferguson and Rueda (2009) warned against using the CRTT for clinical research and making any
statements about clinical implications based on findings obtained with the CRTT (particularly versions that use
noise blasts instead of electroshocks).
2. Results from nonclinical fields of study in which the CRTT is particularly popular, such as media effects
research, are frequently generalized into the clinical realm. Bushman and Gibson (2011), for example, describe
the CRTT as “a weapon that could be used [by the participants] to blast their partner” (p. 30). Bushman et al.
(2007) found support for “theories proposed by scholars of reli gious terrorism who hypothesize that exposure to
violent scriptures may induce extremists to engage in aggressive actions” (p. 204) in their s tudy on university
students' noise blasts after reading a passage from the Bible in which God sanctions violence. They conclude that
“to the extent that religious extremists engage in prolonged, selective reading of the scriptures, focusing on violent
retribution toward unbelievers instead of the overall message of acceptance and understanding, one might expect
to see increased brutality” (p. 205). Some scholars also warn about a public health risk and equate the effects of
media violence on aggression to those of substance use, abusive parents, or poverty (Anderson et al., 2010).
Anderson, Gentile, and Buckley (2007), for example, consider violent video games as one of several risk factors
that may cause aggressive, violent behavior and, in highly extreme and rare cases, even school shootings.
Sometimes scholars make direct comparisons with other research areas and, e.g., claim that the effects of media
violence are similar to those of smoking on lung cancer (Bushman & Anderson, 2001). Given that such
statements are being made in the scientific literature, it comes as little surprise that similar conclusions have been
found in the public debate. In a recent court case, a prominent media violence researcher was paid by the
defense to serve as an expert witness and he argued that a teenage victim of a brutal multiple murder was the
perpetrator of that murder, in part because he played digital games (Rushton, 2013). As the CRTT is used in a
majority of experiments in this field (Anderson et al., 2010), and taking into account the lack of standardization
and data supporting the validity of CRTT score interpretations (Ferguson & Rueda, 2009), such conclusions or
comparisons are particularly inappropriate.

Standardization
Our primary concern is the lack of standardization of both test procedure and data analysis for the CRTT. The test
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has been used in many different versions, sometimes even by the same authors (Ferguson, 2011). Due to this
lack of standardization, Ferguson, Smith, Miller-Stratton, Fritz, and Heinrich (2008) suggested a standard
procedure for the CRTT. This version consists of 25 trials, and the sequence of losses and wins, as well as the
computer's settings of volume and duration, is preset and randomized, so that the same pattern exists for every
participant. The settings of the computerized opponent are always displayed to the participant after each trial. The
average volume and duration settings are treated as separate and equal scores for aggressive behavior, although
the authors express their concerns about using duration settings at all in future studies. Until now, however, only a
few researchers have adopted the version proposed by Ferguson et al. (2008).
Inconsistencies are found in the procedure of the CRTT, as well as in the ways in which the CRTT data are
analyzed by different (and sometimes even the same) authors. While the procedural aspects refer to the setup of
the test, i.e., how the raw data are generated, the statistical differences refer to how the data are analyzed. Of
course, the procedural decisions also affect the options for statistical analyses. The following section is meant to
list the variations of both procedures and statistical analyses of the CRTT that can be found throughout the
literature.
Bushman and Baumeister (1998) used the sum of volume and duration settings in the first of 25 trials. They
provided the reason for choosing this procedure in a footnote stating that the first trial is the only noise setting that
is “unprovoked,” (p. 222) and that in all subsequent trials the participants' settings in the study converged with
those of their opponents (i.e., there was no difference between conditions).
Anderson and Dill (2000) calculated separate aggression scores from average volume and duration settings for
each possible trial outcome (winning and losing), resulting in a total of four scores for aggressiveness. They
expected retaliatory behavior to be higher after losing a trial. In addition, they log-transformed the duration data
because they were positively skewed, but reported and interpreted the original mean differences as being
significantly different between conditions. Although three out of four parameters yielded nonsignificant differences,
they asserted a “convergence of findings” (p. 787) in their discussion.
The use of four separate parameters is also different from the procedure of Lindsay and Anderson (2000), who
multiplied volume with log-transformed duration settings. The average over 25 trials of those products was their
measure for overall aggression. Carnagey and Anderson (2005) averaged the products of volume and the square
root of duration to form a single “aggressive energy score” (p. 887). No reason is given for this other than the
claim that this single score supposedly is a valid measure and that duration should be square rooted. By contrast,
Anderson and Carnagey (2009) only allowed their participants to set the volume, and they used two indicators for
aggression (mean volume and the total number of volume settings of 8 to 10 on a total scale of 1 to 10). The
reasons given for using this number of high volume settings were that they were more clearly aggressive, more
likely to instigate retaliation, and easier to communicate to nonexperts.
The same inconsistencies in CRTT procedure can also be observed in other publications. Bartholow, Sestir, and
Davis (2005) multiplied the average volume and duration settings to form a composite aggressive behavior score.
Although Bartholow, Bushman, and Sestir (2006) also used volume and duration settings, they standardized and
summed the two parameters instead of multiplying them. Conversely, Sestir and Bartholow (2010) only analyzed
average volume, not allowing their participants to set duration at all. Finally, Engelhardt, Bartholow, and Saults
(2011) used a one-trial version of the CRTT because they wanted to eliminate reciprocal behavior and concerns
over retribution. Unfortunately, they used the term “noise intensity” (p. 541) throughout their article without
specifying whether this includes volume, duration, or both, and how this index was calculated.
In a two-phase version of the CRTT used by Bartholow and Anderson (2002), participants played two complete
rounds with 25 trials each. During the first phase, only the opponent could set the duration and intensity of the
noise blasts. During the second phase, roles were reversed so that participants could retaliate for the punishment
they received in the first phase. The authors only considered average volume and the number of high volume settings because they did not find a significant effect on any of the duration measures. The reason they gave is that
their participants supposedly ignored the duration option. Anderson et al. (2004) separated the volume settings of
Phase 2 into four different scores: first trial and means of Trials 2-9, 10-17, and 18-25. They claimed this was a
common procedure with the CRTT because early trials were supposedly more important since they were more
likely to be used for retaliation. We do not wish to inappropriately speculate or judge why there was not always a
rationale for modifications to the CRTT as there might be numerous reasons (e.g., spatial limitations in academic
journals), but we believe that the lack of justifications for such alterations is a fact that warrants mentioning in a
methodological critique of the test in question.
Sometimes the option of setting the volume and/or duration to zero as a way to act nonaggressively is provided.
However, including zero values in mean calculations could potentially skew some of the aggression scores
mentioned above. Including settings of zero as an option also raises further questions, for example, how to handle
trials in which participants set only one of the two intensity parameters to zero.
From a methodological point of view, inconsistent procedures and analyses are highly problematic because they
infringe upon the objectivity criterion of psychological diagnostic test theory. Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn
(2011) pointed out that flexibility in data collection, analysis, and reporting in psychological research dramatically
3

increases actual rates of false-positive findings. Moreover, if there is no standardized procedure for a test and no
standardized way to process the raw data into a meaningful value, the question remains whether the
unstandardized score really approximates the true value of the construct. Aggression scores that are calculated
with different procedural versions of the same test become very difficult to compare. Under the assumption that all
these different procedures and analyses are equally capable of measuring the construct of aggressiveness, it is
unclear why so many versions exist.
We believe that most of the time modifications to the CRTT have been made in good faith and for valid reasons,
for example, to extend previous findings or to answer novel research questions (such as which opponent noise
pattern elicits more aggressive responses). Without a doubt, theory-driven modifications of a method such as the
CRTT, with the aim of answering specific research questions, can contribute to the understanding of psychological processes and extend the area in which a certain test can be applied. However, many authors do not
explain in detail why they decided on a specific test procedure or on the aggression score they calculated from
the raw data. In many cases, it is not clear why a particular score should be more suitable than others to address
the respective research questions. Sometimes, the decision to focus on one of many possible scores seems to
have been made post hoc, not prior to data collection. Our concern is not that changes to the structural aspects of
the CRTT will render it useless but that it might tap into different constructs and that the results will have to be
interpreted accordingly.

Reactivity
Participants can hear (and see) their opponents' settings and are likely to react to this in their own choice of
volume and/or duration. While most researchers use preset randomized settings, they do not use the same
pattern in all studies. Without a standardized noise pattern, participants of different studies will most likely receive
different noise blasts by their opponent, which might cause variations in their settings.
Even with a standardized preset pattern of wins/losses and noise intensities, it is likely that the alleged opponent's
responses have an effect on the behavior and/or motives (e.g., retaliation) of the participants. This can lead to a
lack of item homogeneity, as it is possible that not all trials actually measure the same variable (i.e., the same
behavior). Researchers using the CRTT have approached this problem with different rationales, e.g., by focusing
on the first trial, as it is the only nonreciprocal data point in the test's one-phase version (Bushman & Baumeister,
1998) or because it is the first chance to retaliate in the two-phase version (Anderson et al., 2004). In the latter
study, the authors used two different noise patterns (ambiguous and increasing) to show that, in fact, there is an
effect on the participants' responses. However, the impact of trial outcome and intensity patterns is usually not
controlled for, and to our knowledge, no one has ever systematically checked how much intra- and interindividual
variance can be explained just by the opponent's volume and/or duration settings.

Research Questions
Until now, there has been no study that addresses the aforementioned objectivity issues by systematically
comparing the different analysis procedures for the CRTT. To address this gap in the literature, we used data
from three separate studies that were conducted independently of each other by the authors of this article, and all
used the CRTT as their measure of aggression.
The three experiments were selected because they all studied digital games as a potential cause of aggressive
behavior. Media violence is a research field in which the CRTT is particularly popular (Anderson et al., 2010).
There is a fairly large body of research indicating that this stimulus does cause differentials in CRTT scores. In
fact, all but two of the studies that we cited in the section on standardization investigated effects of violence in
digital games on postplay aggression. In addition, the authors of this article were involved in these studies and
thus had full access to the raw data. Each study was conducted separately and two different research groups
were involved in the studies: The second author of this article was in charge of data collection and the original
analysis of Study 1 (Mohseni, 2013), the first author did the same for Study 2 (Elson, Breuer, Van Looy, Kneer, &
Quandt, 2013), and the third and fourth authors were responsible for Study 3 (Breuer, Scharkow, & Quandt, in
press). Originally, the studies were conducted to investigate the effects of media violence and not to evaluate the
CRTT.
The results presented in this article come from a secondary analysis of the data of these three studies. We want
to stress that this article is not concerned with the original hypotheses and results of each study, and it was not
our aim to replicate effects across studies. In this article, we are interested in the issues of standardization and
reactivity associated with the CRTT. Hence, we do not want to compare effects across studies but investigate
whether different analysis procedures lead to different results within each study.
More specifically, we wanted to answer the following research questions:
RQ1. Do measures of volume and duration converge?
RQ2. Do different methods to calculate CRTT aggression scores yield comparable results?
4

RQ3. Do the settings of the simulated opponent explain parts of the variance in the settings of the participants?

Study Descriptions
In this section, we briefly describe the methods, materials, samples, and procedures for each of the three studies,
as well as their main findings. The following section will only describe the methods of each study with a special
focus on the version of the CRTT that was used. Readers interested in the results of the original studies should
refer to the online supplemental materials or the individual publications (Breuer et al., in press; Elson et al., 2013;
Mohseni, 2013).

Study 1
This study (Mohseni, 2013) addressed the question whether situations of violent helping behavior in digital roleplaying games increase aggressiveness and helpfulness outside the game.
Stimulus materials and measures. To answer this question, two independent variables, namely, in-game
violence and in-game help, were created by modifying the role-playing game The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion
(Bethesda Game Studios, 2006). Participants had to solve a quest in the game either by using violence or by
stealthily traversing the map (violent vs. nonviolent). The quest was either framed as helping behavior (quest giver
had to be saved) or as a treasure hunt. Participants were assigned to one of four conditions: “rescue” (helping
with violence), “kill” (violence only), “help” (helping only), and “treasure hunt” (no helping and no violence).
Aggressive behavior was measured with Bushman and Baumeister's (1998) version of the CRTT: The
Competitive Reaction Task Reward & Punish (Version 3.2.5). Participants were able to set the volume and
duration. Volume was calibrated using Bruel & Kjaers Sound Pressure Level Meter Type 2232, resulting in
settings from 1 (55 dB) to 10 (95 dB). Participants could also choose a setting of 0 (0 dB). A win/loss pattern
(12/13 trials) and the opponent's settings (increasing noise intensities over time) were predefined for all participants. Since Giancola and Zeichner (1995b) found that men are more likely to express aggression in intensity,
while women are more likely to use duration, the measure for aggressive behavior in this study was the volume
1
setting in the first round for male participants, and the duration setting in the first round for females. The
Aggressive Motives Scale (AMS; Anderson & Murphy, 2003; Anderson et al., 2004) is supposed to measure
instrumental aggression (two items) and revengeful aggression (four items) during the CRTT and was used to
assess the participants' motives. Helping behavior was assessed as the willingness to assist in another
experiment (Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2010).
Procedure and sample. Before entering the lab, participants met a male confederate who was supposedly
waiting for the experiment to start. The experimenter led the confederate to his cabin first and told him to wait for
a second experimenter. After that, the participant was brought to a cabin and asked to sign an informed consent
form. Participants were then taught how to play the CRTT, as recommended by Anderson et al. (2007, p. 65).
Directly after that, participants started playing one version of Oblivion (see above). When the quest was solved,
the experimenter returned and told the participant that his opponent was ready so that the CRTT may now begin.
After the CRTT, participants filled out several questionnaires. At the end of the experiment, participants were
thanked, debriefed, and those who did not participate for course credit received a monetary compensation of €10
(about $13).
2
Participants (N = 216; 188 males and 28 females) were German bachelor and master students from different
faculties. The largest proportion of participants majored in cognitive science (12.6%), psychology (7.5%), and law
(5.6%). Mean age in the sample was M = 23.48 years (SD = 3.21). Due to language problems and a technical
issue, data from two male participants had to be discarded from further analyses, leaving a total of 214
participants distributed over all four game conditions (53 in the “rescue” and “kill” conditions, 54 in the “help” and
“treasure hunt” conditions).

Study 2
While Study 1 was more concerned with violence and helping as a means to reach a goal, in the second
experiment (Elson et al., 2013) displays of violence and the game speed of a first-person shooter were
manipulated to assess their effects on aggressive behavior.
Stimulus material and measures. Two features of the game Unreal Tournament 3 (Epic Games, 2007) were
modified: displays of violence and game speed. Game speed was either set to the default value of 100% (normal
speed) or to 140% (high speed). In the violent conditions, players wielded a grenade launcher and shooting
opponents led to a gory death animation. In the nonviolent conditions, participants used a tennis-ball shooting
Nerf gun. Aggressive behavior was measured with the standardized version of the CRTT with volume and
1

It should be noted, however, that Giancola and Zeichner found this sex difference for electroshocks and not noise blasts.
Whether these two stimuli can be equated as aggressive measures remains subject to further research.
2
In the original study, data of the female subsample were not used for analysis. Therefore, results presented here may differ
from results of the original study.
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duration settings (Ferguson et al., 2008) using the experiment software Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems,
2010). However, instead of using dB values, the range of volume was determined in a prestudy in which 15 participants were asked to select a volume level on the Windows sound settings that was “almost unbearable.”
Taking that value as the maximum, the volume was scaled down linearly, resulting in settings from 1 to 10. The
win/loss pattern (12/13 trials) and opponent settings were randomized for each participant. The mean of Volume
X Duration over all trials was used as the measure for aggressive behavior.
Additionally, physiological arousal was measured by four different parameters. Two measures assessed
autonomic responses: heart rate (HR) and skin conductance level (SCL). Two others were behavioral indicators:
body movement and pressure exerted on mouse and keyboard.
Procedure and sample. Participants were assigned to one of four conditions (nonviolent vs. violent, normal- vs.
high-speed). After entering the lab and signing the informed consent form, participants received a short briefing
about the game's controls and objectives. After they finished three warm-up rounds, the experimenter started the
main playing session that lasted 12 min. Afterward, participants were told that the second part of the experiment
was about to begin, in which they would play 25 rounds of a reaction time game against a participant in another
laboratory. Instructions were also presented on the computer screen before the first trial. After completing the
CRTT, participants were thanked and debriefed. As an incentive, 40 computer games were raffled among the
participants after completion of data collection.
Participants (N = 87; 60 males and 27 females) were undergraduate (79.4%) and graduate (4.6%) students from
two large German universities and high school graduates (12.6%) who were about to enroll as university students.
All participants were recruited via the online recruitment tool Cortex (Elson & Bente, 2009) and 3.4% did not
indicate their current occupation. University students were recruited via mailing lists and came from different
fields, the largest proportion being communication (20.7%) and psychology (13.8%). Mean age of the participants
was M = 26.07 years (SD = 5.87). Due to technical difficulties, data from three participants had to be discarded
from further analyses, leaving a total of 84, evenly distributed over all four game conditions (21 each).

Study 3
The third study (Breuer et al., in press) was originally conducted to test the frustration-aggression hypothesis
(Berkowitz, 1989) in the domain of video games. Specifically, this study investigated effects of winning/losing and
opponent behavior in a co-located multiplayer sports video game on negative emotions and aggression.
Stimulus material and measures. Participants played a match of the soccer video game 2010 FIFA World Cup
South Africa (EA Canada, 2010) against a male confederate with substantial practice. The confederate was
instructed to either win or lose against the participant and to either be friendly and helpful or to (mildly) trash-talk
while playing. The trash-talking was not scripted, as it was meant to be adaptive. The confederate was provided
with a list of sample phrases that he was free to combine and adapt according to the course of the game. Sample
statements included ironical remarks such as “nice pass,” or snarky comments such as “that was easy.”
The version of the CRTT used in this study differed from those used in Studies 1 and 2 in several aspects. To
provide the participants with an appropriate target for their aggression, participants in Study 3 were told that they
would play the CRTT against the same person against whom they had played the soccer console game. Instead
of an auditory cue, participants had to react to a visual cue displayed on-screen in order to address the issue of
the noise blasts being a potential means to reduce the reaction time of the opponent (Adachi & Willoughby, 2011).
If they won a trial, participants could choose the duration of blasts, ranging from 1-9 s, using the corresponding
number keys on a keyboard. There were a total of 10 trials and the sequence of winning and losing trials (five
each), as well as the opponent's settings, were randomized individually for each participant. The volume setting
was excluded because Ferguson and Rueda (2009) reported insufficient correlations between duration and
intensity in their CRTT validation study, and duration (in seconds) was believed to be a more intuitively
comprehensible unit for all participants. A very unpleasant noise level was determined in a small prestudy with
five participants. This volume level was held constant in all trials. The duration setting of the first trial was used as
the measure for aggressive behavior. Afterward, the CRTT participants also completed a brief questionnaire that
included items on negative emotions. Negative emotions were measured by four items from the German
translation (Krohne, Egloff, Kohlmann, & Tausch, 1996) of the Positive Affect Negative Affect Schedule (Watson,
Clark, & Tellegen, 1988).
Procedure and sample. Upon arrival at the laboratory, each participant gave their informed consent and was
asked whether he or she had any experience playing 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa on the Xbox 360
console. If the participant did not have any experience with the game, he or she played a practice session against
an easy computer opponent for 5 min.
Following the practice phase, participants played a 2 X 5 min match against the confederate in one of the four
conditions. After the match, the confederate was led into an adjacent room, and participants were told that they
would play a reaction time game against him. At the end of the experiment, participants were thanked and those
who did not participate for course credit received a monetary compensation of €10 (about $13). All participants
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were debriefed via e-mail at the end of the data collection phase to avoid an early uncovering of the role of the
confederate and the purpose of the study.
A total of 91 participants signed up for the experiment using the Cortex online recruiting tool (Elson & Bente,
2009). The majority of the sample (80.3%) was bachelor and master students, and most of them were enrolled for
communication (49.9%). The data of 15 participants were excluded from further analysis because of language
problems, participants having suspicions about the purpose of the study, knowing the confederate, or the game
resulting in a draw. The mean age of the remaining 76 participants (48 female; 28 male) was M = 22.60 years (SD
= 3.20).

Secondary Analysis of the CRTT Data
In order to answer the first research question (RQ1), asking if volume and duration measures converge, we
calculated the correlation between these two variables for Studies 1 and 2. In Study 1, volume and duration
measures for each trial showed a medium-sized significant correlation (r = .49), p (one-tailed) < .001. The
correlation of average volume and duration measures for each participant was substantially higher (r = .82), p
(one-tailed) < .001. Study 2 showed a similar medium-sized significant correlation for each trial (r = .46), p (onetailed) < .001, while the correlation of average volume and duration measures for each participant was higher (r =
.76), p (one-tailed) < .001.

Convergence of CRTT Scores
Although the correlations per participant were quite high and show that volume and duration measures are
related, they might not measure the same construct. The results of our comparisons between different analysis
procedures support this notion, as we show in the remainder of this section. In our comparisons, we included
most of the analysis procedures for the one-phase CRTT that have been published previously and could be
applied to our data sets.
Naturally, it would have been possible to add even more aggression scores to our analyses or to use them in
more advanced statistical analyses, such as multilevel models or latent growth models. However, we wanted to
test whether the available scoring techniques are comparable and whether they lead to different results in the
most basic and, in this case, the most common statistical analyses. Adding yet another method for scoring would
only further complicate any attempt at standardization. For our comparisons, we only used one independent
variable per study. For Studies 1 and 2, this is violent content; for Study 3, we focused on the outcome of the
game (winning vs. losing). These variables were selected because they have been previously identified as causes
of aggressive behavior (as reflected by CRTT scores). As stated before, the aim of this analysis is not to examine
the convergence of the effects of the independent variables on the CRTT across studies. Instead, we are
interested in the variability of results when using different CRTT scores within each study and whether this
variability can be replicated in studies that differ in their design.
Study 1. For Study 1, none of the aggression scores calculated were significantly different between the
experimental conditions (see Table 1). In-game violence only had a small, but nonsignificant effect on the volume
chosen in the first trial. However, it should be noted that there was a high variability in the indices' significance
levels (from p = .070 to .934).
Study 2. The comparisons for Study 2 show a more ambiguous pattern (see Table 2). With the exception of
average volume after losing, all measures for aggression based on average intensity (volume and duration)
yielded nonsignificant differences between the experimental conditions with p-values ranging from .045 to .668.
The range of p-values between all indices (including those not based on averages) was between <.001 and .959.
The effect on volume was mostly larger than on duration, indicating that volume and duration are at least not
equal in terms of their sensitivity to the effects of stimuli. This difference could not be observed for the first trial
settings, however. Effect sizes ranged from .0 to .39, the largest being the number of high volume blasts, F(1, 80)
= 16.01, p < .001,  = .39, showing that participants who played a violent game used volume settings from 8 to 10
more frequently than those that played a nonviolent game. This suggests that the number of extreme volume
scores does not tap into the same construct as mean-based scores.
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Table 1
Study 1: Effects of In-Game Violence on Different CRTT Aggression Scores
Aggression score
Mean volume
Mean volume after wins
Mean volume after losses
Mean duration
Mean duration after wins
Mean duration after losses
Mean volume X duration
Mean volume X√𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
Mean volume X loge(duration)
Total high volume settings
Total high duration settings
First trial volume
First trial duration

F(1, 210)
1.23
1.10
1.06
0.23
0.01
0.59
0.63
0.83
2.31
0.13
0.1
3.31
0.26

p
.269
.295
.303
.633
.934
.443
.429
.364
.130
.719
.730
.070
.609


.03
.02
.02
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.08
.0
.0
.10
.0

Note. CRTT = Competitive Reaction Time Task.
Table 2
Study 2: Effects of Displayed Violence on Different CRTT Aggression Scores
Aggression score
Mean volume
Mean volume after wins
Mean volume after losses
Mean duration
Mean duration after wins
Mean duration after losses
Mean volume X duration
Mean volume X√𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
Mean volume X loge(duration)
Sum high volume settings
Sum high duration settings
First trial volume
First trial duration

F(1, 80)
3.28
1.46
4.14
0.95
0.19
1.74
2.78
2.77
2.17
16.01
0.17
0.08
0.01

p
.074
.230
.045
.334
.668
.191
.099
.100
.144
<.001
.685
.779
.959


.16
.07
.19
.0
.0
.09
.14
.14
.12
.39
.0
.0
.0

Note. CRTT = Competitive Reaction Time Task.
Mathematically, it seems odd that the significantly larger number of high volume settings did not cause the mean
volume to be significantly higher. To explain this puzzling finding, we tested whether there were also differences
in the number of low volume
settings (range 1-3). A two-factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant effect of violent game
playing on the total of low volume settings, F(1, 80) = 10.57, p = .002,  = .32, indicating that playing a violent
game also led to the more frequent use of volume settings from 1 to 3. Apparently, high volume and low volume
settings canceled themselves out, resulting in nonsignificant mean differences.
Study 3. Since participants were only able to set duration in Study 3, we could use only six out of 13 analysis
procedures (see Table 3). While there were small effects of losing on mean duration and mean duration after
wins, they were both nonsignificant. The only significant effect of game outcome was on duration settings in the
first trial ( = .20,p = .043). Participants who lost against the confederate on average chose longer durations. The
remaining aggression scores yielded small effects ranging from  = .09 to .15, with p-values between .096 and
.212.
Convergence of the different scores. Looking at the comparisons of analysis procedures for each study, the
answer to the second research question (RQ2), asking whether different methods to calculate CRTT scores
produce comparable results, has to be negative. Effect sizes ranged from  = .0 to .10 in Study 1, .0 to .39 in
Study 2, and .09 to .20 in Study 3. As effect sizes are not the same for all analysis methods, it seems that the
calculation of different aggression scores can lead to results that are substantially different from each other; in
one case, even diametrically opposed. For example, depending on which aggression score is calculated (and
reported) with the data from Study 2, results could provide evidence that playing a violent digital game increases
postplay aggressive behavior (number of high volume settings), decreases it (number of low volume settings), or
has no effect at all (most other indicators). We also found inconsistencies in Study 3, with one variant yielding a
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significant effect, while five others did not. Note that Study 1, having the largest N by far, yielded the most consistent effect sizes. This could indicate an issue with precision in the CRTT, meaning that the test is prone to
producing false-positive significant differences when conducted with small to medium samples as is common
practice in experimental psychology (see Simmons et al., 2011). However, even in Study 1 there was a large
variability in p-values from .070 to .934.
While none of the scores in Study 1 reached the criterion of significance, using the methodological flexibility
procedures discussed by Simmons et al. (2011), such as adding or removing a small number of participants or
controlling for simple covariates (e.g., age), some of the findings could easily become significant. Not only are
those practices relatively common in psychological research (John, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2012), statistically
significant findings also dramatically increase the likelihood of publication, resulting in a peculiar prevalence of pvalues just below .05 (Masicampo & Lalande, 2012), particularly in controversial fields with major social
implications, such as media violence (Ioannidis, 2005). Of course, we do not wish to imply that aggression
research (or other psychological research) is invalid on these grounds, but want to express our concern that the
unstandardized use of the CRTT might increase the likelihood of finding (and publishing) significant effects when,
in fact, there are none.
Reactivity

To answer the third research question (RQ3), asking whether the settings of the simulated opponent can explain
parts of the variance in the settings chosen by the participants, we regressed the participants' volume and
duration settings on the results of the previous trial (win/loss, volume and duration of the noise blast received). As
win/loss pattern and opponent's intensity settings were identical for all participants in Study 1, we analyzed the
intraindividual variation of all respondents across 25 trials for this study by regressing the participants' settings in
every trial on the settings of the opponent in the previous trial. On average, the explained variance in the
2
2
respondents' settings was R = .39 (SD = .25) for volume and R = .32 (SD = .21) for duration. Effectively, this
means that about one third of all variance in the CRTT data could be explained solely by the opponent's settings
in the previous round. Compared to Studies 1 and 3, the amount of variance explained just by trial outcome and
2
the opponent's settings of the previous round was a lot smaller in Study 2: R = .13 (SD = .09) for participant's
2
volume settings and R = .16 (SD = .12) for duration settings. In Study 3, both outcome and noise duration were
randomized in every trial individually for each participant. As the settings of the opponent were only displayed
after loss trials, we could only estimate the amount of variance explained by the opponent's settings for these
2
trials. The results were very similar to those of Study 1, with an average of R = .41 (SD = .32) of explained
variance in the participants' duration settings (after loss trials).
Table 3
Study 3: Effects of Game Outcome on Different CRTT Aggression Scores
Aggression score
Mean duration
Mean loge(duration)
Mean duration after wins
Mean duration after losses
Sum high duration settings
First trial duration

F(1, 72)
2.84
2.79
2.84
1.63
1.58
4.24

p
.096
.099
.096
.205
.212
.043

w
.15
.15
.15
.09
.09
.20

To further investigate whether there would be differences in the participants' reactivity depending on the outcome
of a previous round, we conducted separate regression analyses for trials after rounds won versus rounds lost
(see Table 4) for Studies 1 and 2. Study 3 was excluded from this comparison as the opponent settings were not
displayed when a participant won a round. As in our previous analyses, there were large differences in the
reactivity between Studies 1 and 2. More important, there was an influence of opponent settings independent of
2
the outcome of the previous round, with slightly inconsistent R s ranging from .34 to .47 for Study 1, and .16 to .22
for Study 2.
Of course, the reactivity problem might even be more complex, as these analyses only accounted for the settings
of the previous round on the next one. It is certainly possible that the opponent's settings also produced changes
in reactivity in subsequent rounds.
Motives

The issue of reactivity also opens up additional questions about what influences the participants' settings in the
CRTT. As mentioned above, other studies found differences in responses depending on the characteristics of the
noise pattern. However, there have only been a few attempts to identify what causes those reactions, such as
9

personality traits or emotional states. We believe that motivations to aggress also play a major role here, as these
motivations could be influenced by violent media content, personality traits, and the behavior of the opponent.
Participants in the first study were asked about their motivations during the CRTT. We used these data to
determine the amount of variance in the participants' settings explained by different motives. While the AMS is
supposed to measure the motives of instrumental and revengeful aggression, the phrasing of the items is open to
alternative interpretations. For instance, the first item of the instrumental aggression scale, “I wanted to impair my
opponent's performance in order to win more,” could measure a nonaggressive competition motive, while the
second item, “I wanted to control my opponent's level of responses,” could tap into the motive to control or
manipulate the opponent. Within the revengeful aggression scale, the two items, “I wanted to pay back my
opponent for the noise levels he or she set” and “I wanted to blast him or her harder than he or she blasted me,”
do seem to measure a motive for revenge, but the other two, “I wanted to make my opponent mad” and “I wanted
to hurt my opponent,” could measure a form of aggression that has nothing to do with revenge. Additionally, a
scale intercorrelation of up to r = .49 (Anderson et al., 2004) may indicate that the AMS only measures one single
construct.
Table 4
Effects of Opponent's Settings on Participant's Settings by Outcome of the Previous Round
2

R
Study 1

Study 2

Participant settings

Previous round outcome

M

SD

M

SD

Volume

Win
Lose
Win
Lose

.39
.47
.34
.39

.25
.27
.22
.24

.21
.16
.22
.18

.17
.13
.18
.16

Duration

As the factorial structure by Anderson and Murphy (2003) could not be replicated (since the two items of the
instrumental aggression subscale correlated negatively), all items were subjected to a principal component
3
analysis (PCA) with orthogonal rotation, which revealed two different factors. The first consisted of three items
(impair performance, make mad, hurt), and the second consisted of two (control response, pay back), leaving one
item that loaded on both factors (blast harder). The first factor seems to reflect the motive of aggression and
competition, while the second seems to reflect retaliation and control. Accordingly, these factors cannot be
interpreted as individual motives. They are still useful for predicting aggression scores though, especially since
using all items together in a single linear regression model would very likely lead to issues of multicollinearity.
Theoretically, the motives could both moderate and mediate the effect of any independent variable on the CRTT
scores. As the wording of the AMS items clearly shows, some or even most of the motives have a trait
component. There are people who are generally more likely to (re)act aggressively or to retaliate. The overlap
with influential personality traits, such as trait aggression, would speak for the motives being moderators. At the
same time, the motivations also have state components as they can be influenced by both the treatment (e.g.,
retaliation in the case of a rude opponent in Study 3) and the CRTT itself (settings chosen by the opponent; see
section on reactivity). For example, aggressive motives should be more prominent in aggressive conditions and
result in higher CRTT scores, while nonaggressive motives should be more prominent in nonaggressive
conditions and result in lower CRTT scores.
Regressing the motives on “mean volume X duration” in Study 1, both factors led to higher mean settings,
explaining 47% of the variance (see Table 5).
The first factor also predicted higher settings in the first trial, whereas the second was not significant here. In this
case, both factors explained 26% of the variance (see Table 6). Although there was no interaction between the
effects of experimental conditions and motives, this does not necessarily mean that the motives were not
influenced by any of the independent variables. As our data show, these motives can have a large impact on
CRTT scores. However, further research is needed to investigate systematically whether the AMS really
measures motives (as they are assessed post hoc), whether other motives could play a role (e.g., conformity or
social desirability), and in which way other variables (e.g., personality traits, or experimental stimuli) possibly
influence these motives.

3
Conducting a principal axis factoring instead of a PCA and/or using oblique instead of orthogonal rotation, led to the exact
same factor structure (with some items loading lower on their corresponding factor in cases of the PAF, and with small
interfactor correlations of r < .12 in cases of oblique rotation).
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Discussion
Our results show that modifications to the CRTT test procedure result in different assessments of behavior. For
example, whether zero is included as an option for participants to set their intensity and whether the pattern of
opponent settings is increasing or ambiguous, might lead to very different findings, even if the studies are
otherwise similar. While it might seem trivial that different versions of a test yield different results, this is a major
problem in the case of the CRTT as it is being used widely, and as there is still no thoroughly validated
standardized test procedure.
Methodologically even more problematic, however, are the differences among analyses of the raw data collected
with the CRTT. The choice of a calculation method for aggression scores can severely influence the significance,
size, or even direction of an effect. Our data could support different hypotheses about the effects of our stimuli, by
either deliberately omitting some of the results, or just by picking one aggression score at random.
Furthermore, our findings suggest that volume and duration do not measure the same construct, although they
clearly seem to be related. This does not necessarily constitute a problem with the CRTT. In fact, we would
consider it a benefit if the CRTT captured different (sub) dimensions of aggressive behavior. However, no
attempts to systematically disambiguate the different latent variables supposedly measured by volume and
duration have been made thus far. Using the electroshock variant of the CRTT, Verona, Reed, Curtin, and Pole
(2007) defined shock intensity as overt and shock duration as covert aggression and found differential use of the
two settings between men and women (see also Giancola & Zeichner, 1995b; Ritter & Eslea, 2005). Whether
these initial results also apply to the noise blast version of the CRTT, however, has yet to be tested. Thus, sex
4
could be a further variable to be considered when using the CRTT. The main concern of the present study is to
compare different CRTT scores within the studies. The proportion of men and women in each study could explain
the differences in effect sizes across studies, but not the variability within each one. The results presented in this
article support the question raised by Ferguson et al. (2008), asking whether the CRTT should be used in
aggression research at all. In order to find a definitive answer to this question, however, further studies evaluating
the objectivity, reliability, and validity of the CRTT are necessary.
The practical implications of our results are that one has to consider and interpret findings of studies in which the
CRTT is used with extreme caution, particularly when detailed reasons for any modification are not provided. We
do not want to suggest that the consumption of drugs, alcohol, and violent media does not induce or increase
aggressiveness. In fact, we believe that any research looking into causes of human aggression is of high
relevance, as long as the results are reliable. The problems associated with the use of the CRTT, however, can
seriously diminish the credibility and significance of any laboratory research on aggression.
Table 5
Study 1: Effects of Motives on Mean Volume X Duration
Factor

B

SE B



p

1
2

8.34
2.66

0.639
0.639

.65
.21

<.001
<.001

2

2

Note. R = .47 (p < .001), R

adjusted

= .47, variance inflation factor = 1.00.

Table 6
Study 1: Effects of Motives on First Trial Volume X Duration
Factor

B

SE B



p

1
2

5.26
-0.56

0.616
0.616

.51
-.05

<.001
.366

2

2

Note. R = .26 (p < .001), R

adjusted

= .25, variance inflation factor = 1.00.

Of course, our research has its own limitations that should be acknowledged. First, only data sets from three
studies were available to us, while the number of experiments using the CRTT is much larger. Replicating our
comparisons with more and possibly even larger data sets could help to identify a potential bias in the different
5
ways used to process raw CRTT data.
Another limitation is that all three studies used digital games as stimuli to elicit aggression. The consolidation of
our findings would require supplemental analyses of data sets from studies that investigate other possible sources
of aggression. Ironically, the three studies presented in this article all employed different versions of the CRTT.
For Study 1, Version 3.25 of the Competitive Reaction Task Reward & Punish by Bushman and Baumeister
4

A systematic examination of sex differences could not be made with the three data sets available to us, as the ratios across
sex and the study designs differed too much between the studies.
5
Authors willing to share their CRTT raw data with us for further analysis are welcome to contact the first author of this article.
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(1998) was used. Study 2 used the standardized version suggested by Ferguson et al. (2008). Study 3 made
modifications to Ferguson's version due to the nature of the research questions and hypotheses, although one
might argue that the exclusion of volume was not directly justified by the research interest. The choice to only use
duration was mainly made for practical reasons, such as the problem of proper calibration (see section on
calibration and scaling below). All three studies also originally used different scores as the measure for
aggressive behavior (first trial volume and duration, mean volume and duration). An ideal comparison among the
studies would make sure that they all used the same (standardized) version of the CRTT. However, the
differences in this set of studies also reflects the current practice of research using the CRTT and suggests that
differences in CRTT procedure (e.g., noise pattern) might cause differences in the results.
Despite various problems with the CRTT and its analysis, there are currently no suitable alternatives for a
behavioral measure of aggression that can be used in laboratory research with adult participants. Some scholars
consider the Hot Sauce Paradigm (HSP; Lieberman, Solomon, Greenberg, & McGregor, 1999) to be a better
measure (Adachi & Willoughby, 2011). However, a systematic validation of this test has only begun quite recently
(e.g., Beier & Kutzner, 2012).
If we do not want to abandon laboratory research on aggressive behavior altogether, we have to find ways to deal
with the problems of available tests. The following two sections are meant to provide some recommendations on
how to use the CRTT in future studies and offer suggestions on how it might be improved upon or complemented
by other methods. In the first section, we present recommendations for the future use of the CRTT based on the
findings of the present study, while the second part is concerned with general advice from previous studies and
our own considerations.

Recommendations Based on Our Findings
Based on our findings, we want to provide guidelines for researchers studying aggressive behavior in the
laboratory. Following the structure of the article, we offer suggestions on how to address issues of standardization
and how to control reactivity problems.

Standardization
At this point it is impossible to say which CRTT variant is the “right one.” We recommend defaulting to the
standardized version of the CRTT suggested by Ferguson et al. (2008), simply because it is relatively close to the
original CRTT by Taylor (1967), without having the ethical problem of using electroshocks. Of course, without
proper validation, any variant is technically as good as the next one. Nonetheless, we still think the version
suggested by Ferguson et al. (2008) provides a good starting point, as its authors were the first who explicitly
called for standardization and suggested a “standard operating procedure.” If there are reasons for modifications,
researchers should provide these and explain the benefits of their changes in detail. In keeping with the
suggestions of Simmons et al. (2011), authors should ideally also explain if and how the results of their studies
could differ using the standardized version of the CRTT.
With regard to the analysis, there is no definitive answer to the question of how to calculate aggression scores, or
whether different scores might measure different types of aggression, as long as none of them have been
properly validated. As it seems that volume and duration do not measure the exact same construct, it is advisable
to consider them as separate measures for related subdimensions of aggression. If researchers are interested in
measuring unprovoked aggression, they should also look at the settings in the first trial. Those studying provoked
aggression or retaliation, on the other hand, should focus on all trials except the first one.
We are aware that modifications to established methods (e.g., the Stroop test) for new research questions are not
uncommon in psychological science. However, we see two major differences compared to the use of the CRTT:
First, the modifications being made are rarely theory-driven. Often, new variants seem to include arbitrary
changes that are neither explained nor justified on the grounds of new research questions. Second, many of the
variations of the CRTT are generalized to real-world acts of aggression, although there are no data supporting the
external validity for any one of them. We believe that before a laboratory procedure is modified to answer
particular research questions, there should be compelling evidence for sound psychometric properties of a “base
version” of that procedure from which the variations can be derived. This is particularly true when researching a
clinical topic that is highly relevant for society, such as aggression.

Reactivity
Should researchers decide to use all trials, they should analyze and report how much of the variance in the
participants' settings can be explained by the settings of the opponent in the previous round. We do not
necessarily consider reactivity a major problem, as it confirms that, in principle, the CRTT measures some kind of
reciprocal behavior by the participant. One should not forget, however, that the opponent noise pattern is
pregenerated and does not adapt to participants' settings, meaning that it is arguably not reciprocal and, hence,
artificial and not very human-like. The reactivity might also become an issue when investigating the effects of
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antecedent stimuli, as they could potentially interact with reactivity effects, or even be superimposed by them. As
this is the nature of the CRTT (with the exception of the first trial), we strongly recommend reporting the
magnitude of the reactivity in a similar fashion as in this article.
To understand why participants chose their settings, the CRTT should be followed by an assessment of the
participants' motivations, such as the AMS (Anderson & Murphy, 2003), although it remains unclear if this
measurement of intentions is influenced by the CRTT itself. The AMS should be extended to assess more
motives, such as conformity, deescalation, or schadenfreude, as these could also play a role. Studies on
provoked/motivated aggression (e.g., the frustration-aggression hypothesis) should provide participants with an
appropriate target for their aggression (e.g., another participant or confederate who provokes them). Using
identical patterns of wins/losses and opponent settings for all participants is another important measure to
address standardization and reactivity issues. We would even go one step further and endorse a standardized
pattern for all studies using the CRTT (unless, of course, the pattern is being manipulated as an independent
variable), as we consider this a part of the test material that should not introduce an uncontrolled source of
variance.

General Recommendations
Nonaggressive Options
If zero settings as a nonaggressive option for participants are included, considering how to properly treat them in
the statistical analyses is paramount. However, we remain skeptical whether zero settings can actually be
included without skewing mean-based aggression scores in further analyses, and therefore recommend using
settings from 1 to 10. Instead of zero settings, following the suggestions of Tedeschi and Felson (1994), we
advocate including other nonaggressive alternatives, such as options to interact with the alleged opponent or to
revoke any exposure to a potentially aggressive situation (i.e., the option to avoid or abort the CRTT).

Calibration and Scaling
Another general issue of the CRTT's standardization concerns is its calibration and scaling. Typically, noise
intensity can be set on a scale from 1 to 10 in steps of 5 dB, ranging from 50 to 95 dB, but sometimes up to 115
dB. Some versions of the test also offer the additional option of setting the volume to zero (0 dB). The decibel
scale, however, is a questionable choice for scaling noise intensity for two reasons: first, standardizing dB levels
in all types of headphones is highly susceptible to interference due to variances in the sound card producing, the
headphone speaker playing, and the volume meter recording the noise. Second, it appears that most scholars
using the CRTT consider the available intensity settings from 0 to 10 to reflect linear intervals in the volume and
its unpleasantness for humans. However, decibel is a logarithmic unit. For example, the increase in discomfort
from 50 to 55 dB is substantially smaller than the one from 90 to 95 dB. Moreover, the “maximum
unpleasantness” varies greatly between studies, from 95 dB (a subway train at a distance of 60 m) to 115 dB (a
rock concert); the latter actually being four times louder than the former. Without any preceding transformation of
the data into a linear scale, the assumption of equidistance between levels of noise and unpleasantness can lead
to a misestimation of resulting aggression scores.
Ideally, volume should be calibrated using high quality level meters (e.g., Bruel & Kjaer Type 2232). For
calibration, sone should be preferred over decibels, as it is a better approximation of perceived loudness. The
typical range of 55-95 dB roughly equals 5-105 sone. If it is not possible to calibrate in sone, decibels can be
L/10
transformed to approximate perceived loudness as follows: x = 2 , where x is the difference in loudness and L
is the difference in volume. For example, compared to 50 dB, 55 dB (L = 5) is perceived to be 1.4 times, 60 dB
(L = 10) 2.0 times, and 95 dB (L = 45) 22.6 times louder. Calibrating headphones is tricky, as there exists no
standardized calibration distance. Normally, decibels are measured with a distance of 1 m (~3.3 feet) from the
source of the sound. However, this is of little practical use in the case of headphones. We therefore suggest
putting the volume meter as close to the headphone as the human ear would be.

Validity
While some authors found proof for the convergent and discriminant validity of the CRTT (Anderson & Bushman,
1997; Carnagey & Anderson, 2005; Giancola & Chermack, 1998), others did not (Ferguson, 2007; Ferguson &
Rueda, 2009; Ferguson et al., 2008; Tedeschi & Quigley, 1996, 2000). This dissent is not so much based on
different findings as it is on different convictions about which findings, indicators, or forms of validation are suitable to prove validity. For instance, some authors (e.g., Giancola & Chermack, 1998) believe that because
aggressive persons score higher in the CRTT than nonaggressive persons, this would indicate the external
validity of the test. According to Tedeschi and Quigley (2000), the reasoning behind this form of validation is that
“If aggressive people produce behavior A more often than nonaggressive people outside the laboratory, and
aggressive people produce behavior B more often than nonaggressive people inside the laboratory, then A = B”
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(p. 133). Specifically, if aggressive people behave violently more often than nonaggressive people in the “real
world,” and aggressive people give higher noise blasts than nonaggressive people when using the CRTT in the
lab, then the noise blast intensity should be an indicator of violent behaviors. However, according to Tedeschi and
Quigley, this conclusion constitutes a logical fallacy, which they illustrated with another example: High
temperatures cause people to drink more fluids outside a laboratory and to rate others more negatively inside a
laboratory. However, this does not allow the conclusion that drinking more fluids is the same kind of behavior as
giving negative ratings.
In their extensive literature review of clinical and research aggression instruments, Suris et al. (2004) were unable
to find a construct validation study for the CRTT. A recent lab-field comparison from 82 meta-analyses by Mitchell
(2012) raises further concerns about the external validity of laboratory aggression research in comparison to other
6
areas of psychological research, particularly industrial-organizational psychology.
In line with Tedeschi and Felson (1994), we are convinced that an intent to harm (physically or otherwise) is a
necessary and indispensable precondition for every form of aggressive behavior. Therefore, the main problem of
all aggression measures is how to ensure that participants really have the intent to harm. Within the CRTT,
plausible nonaggressive explanations for administering strong noise blasts could, e.g., be (a) falling for the cover
story or (b) the desire to satisfy the experimenter and, thus, the demand characteristics of the test, especially if
there is no nonaggressive option (Ritter & Eslea, 2005). Motive(s) determining the strategy in the CRTT
procedure can also lead to very different reactions to the opponent's noise pattern. The underlying strategy or
motive essentially determines the response pattern in laboratory measures of aggression. We believe it is
paramount to gather evidence for the CRTT's construct validity in order to satisfy the definition of aggression and
to ensure that participants actually have the intent to harm their alleged opponents. Asking participants about their
intentions right after the CRTT with the AMS (Anderson & Murphy, 2003) has its limitations due to their
retrospective nature and possible biases, such as social desirability. Therefore, validation studies in which
participants' intentions are uncovered outside of an experimental situation should be given preference. This could
be achieved by a study similar to Beier and Kutzner’s (2012) validation of the Hot Sauce Paradigm (Lieberman et
al., 1999) and with the inclusion of (additional) qualitative methods, such as interviews.
If the CRTT is used in experimental studies that are not (exclusively) designed to evaluate the validity of the test,
researchers should include additional (ideally validated) measures of aggressiveness to investigate convergent
and discriminant validity. To ensure that differences between experimental groups observed with the CRTT can
be interpreted accurately, measurement of aggressive personality traits and pre-post designs can be viable
solutions (Valadez & Ferguson, 2012), although pre-post designs could again introduce the problem of
sensitization and contamination of the second measurement.
A further validation instrument could be physiological responses to the CRTT. In many studies that investigate
causes of aggression, arousal indicators (most often galvanic skin response and heart rate) are frequently
recorded during the stimulus exposure but not during the CRTT. Physiological responses could contribute to the
test's validity, as more aggressive participants should show increased arousal (Zillmann, 1983). This would also
help to uncover which events (losing a round, receiving or setting noise blasts) in the CRTT are particularly
agitating, although naturally, physiological measurements do not allow drawing conclusions about an intention to
hurt.
To summarize the order in which our recommendations should be considered, we created a flowchart (see Figure
1).

Conclusions
Our study provides empirical evidence that the CRTT suffers from several objectivity issues, in particular a lack of
standardization. This can lead to inaccurate statements about the effects of various stimuli used in aggression
research, such as violent media or alcohol. However, this article only addresses problems associated with the
objectivity of the test. Despite the impact that this has on the significance of laboratory research on aggression,
we believe that a satisfying solution to the problem of objectivity is feasible. Based on our own findings and
previous methodological work on the CRTT, we can draw three main conclusions:
1. The results of studies that use the CRTT and meta-analyses that include these have to be interpreted with
great caution. Moreover, given the questionable external validity of the test, researchers should be careful when
they generalize results to situations outside the lab or make inferences about potential long-term effects to the
point of public health issues.

6

Although it should be mentioned that there are domains (e.g., gender-focused comparisons) in which matters seem even
worse.
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Figure 1. Recommendation flowchart for using the Competitive Reaction Time Task (CRTT).
2. Scholars who still want to use the CRTT to measure aggression must agree on a standardized version of the
CRTT (as proposed by Ferguson et al., 2008). All modifications to this standardized version should be made
explicitly and justified properly in the corresponding research reports.
3. If a standardized version is established and all issues of objectivity are addressed, the next step is to use this
version for thorough validation studies that also investigate the construct validity of the test.
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